
City of Sugar Hill Youth Council Session Minutes 

Wednesday, October 16, 2019 
 

City Hall Council Chambers, 

5039 West Broad Street 

Sugar Hill, GA 30518 

 

Members in attendance: Khushi Mehta, Lexi Ducote, Daniel Park, Bhaumi Shah, Avery Tam, 

Bailey Coleman, Milen Patel, Harshika Mehta  

 

Meeting called to order at 5:30 p.m.  

Agenda  

- Mike adds T-shirt to 5.5, Dixit to 6.5, Tree Lighting to C 

- Avery motions to approve agenda, Milen seconds. Motion was unanimous.  

 

Minutes  

-  Bhaumi motions to approve 9/9 minutes, Lexi seconds. Motion was unanimous.  

 

Council Reports  

- Bailey watched movies.   

- Bhaumi had a successful downtown cleanup and is looking forward to more.  

- Lexi’s GHP interview is next week. 

- Harshika joined Mock Trial.   

- Khushi visited Emory and UGA. 

- Mike is proud of all the members who came to the work session and council meeting.  

 

Toastmasters  

- Bailey shares on walking points within the city.   

 

Potential Vaping Speaker  

- Bailey has been talking with his friend’s dad from church who can speak on the vaping 

issues. She will bring more updates next week about possible dates.  

 

T-shirt   

- T shirt final decisions are coming soon with design number 2 being Youth Council’s first 

choice.  

 

Calendar 

Bhaumi goes over the future events on Youth Council’s and Ambassador's calendar.  

A. Gwinnett Tech - Raised Garden Bed-11/9 (Bhaumi) 

B. Sugar Rush 

C. Tree Lighting - consensus was Youth Ambassadors would take the planning lead initially 

and planning status would be reviewed by the council sometime in November.   



MPS: At a later time, the decision was made the Youth Council would review status of 

tree lighting at 11/20 meeting. 

 

Youth Council Answers - Dixit Style 

- Mike made a game from two of the questions in the Youth Council Application: 

- The City of Sugar Hill has grown and changed significantly in recent years. What 

element of development or change is most meaningful to you? Why? 

- If you could travel to any time period in history, where would you go? Why this 

time period? 

- Back in September, Mike had asked each of last year’s members to answer these two 

questions as well. 

- Mike handed out two sets of sheets, one with the first question’s answers, the other with 

the second question’s answers.  Each person was to match the name with one of the 9 

answers.  Points were awarded for correct guesses and bonus points if your answer was 

identified by 2-5 people, not including the person or Mike. 

- Khushi would like to see something like this next year. 

 

October Work/Council Session agenda - moved to next week.  

 

Milen motions to adjourn, Bailey seconds. Motion was unanimous.  

 

Meeting adjourned at 7:02 p.m. 


